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Exponential estimates on the fundamental matrix, uniform on the perturbation 
parameter, are obtained for singularly perturbed systems of linear retarded 
functional differential equations, under the assumption that the eigenvalues of a 
certain coefficient matrix in the system have negative real parts. The exponential 
rates in the estimates are computable from upper bounds on the real parts of the 
characteristic values of the system or of associated simpler equations. Differences 
between differential-difference equations and equations with distributed delays are 
emphasized. D 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The objective of the present paper is the study of the asymptotics of 
solutions of singularly perturbed systems of linear retarded functional 
differential equations (FDE), in relation to upper bounds on the real parts of 
the associated characteristic values. Exponential upper bounds on the 
fundamental matrix, uniform on the perturbation parameter, are obtained 
under the assumption that all eigenvalues of a certain coefficient matrix in 
the system have negative real parts. Ways of estimating the least upper 
bounds of the real parts of the characteristic values, in terms of quantities 
easier to compute, are also given. 
The systems under study are written in the form 
-w =&w + &JQ) + A@,) +KY,) 
Pi@> = c,xw + &Y(f) + w,> + WY,) (1,) 
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where t,,uER’, x(t) E R”‘, y(t) E R” (m > 0, n > l), the delays lie in the 
interval [-r, 0] for some fixed 0 < r < +oo, x,, y1 are functions defined on 
I-r, 0] by x,(B)=x(t + 8), y,(B) =y(t + e), and A,B, C, D are linear 
operators defined on an appropriate function space. More precisely, 
49) = j” 44 w) de + + 49(-d (2) -r El 
and similarly for B, C, D, where a, b, c, d admit exponential bounds ]a(.)/, 
14.>I7 I4’)L l4*>I < Koe”‘, A,, B,, C,, D, are real matrices with all the 
eigenvalues of Do having negative real parts, and the concentrated elays wk 
satisfy 0 < w, < w2 < . .. < oh for some nonnegative integer h. 
In the particular case of differential-difference equations, the asymptotics 
of the solutions at t = +a~ was studied by Cooke [2] and Cooke and Meyer 
[3]. Through the introduction of the concept of o,-complete regularity, they 
were able to formulate conditions for the existence of uniform exponential 
upper bounds on the fundamental matrix of the equation, and to express the 
“best” exponential rates for these estimates in terms of the characteristic 
values of the degenerate system and the “smallest” value of c for which the 
equation is co-completely regular. 
In order that the solutions of all initial value problems for (l,), posed in a 
conveniently chosen phase space, converge as ,u + 0’ to solutions of the 
degenerate system, it is necessary to have all the eigenvalues of Do with 
negative real parts. When this condition is satisfied, the techniques used by 
Cooke [2] and Cooke and Meyer [3] to relate the asymptotics of solutions 
to the characteristic values of the degenerate quation and to the concept of 
co-complete regularity in the case of differential-difference equations, can be 
pushed forward to give a more complete description of the relationships 
between lower bounds for the determinant of the characteristic functions and 
least upper bounds for the real parts of the characteristic values as ,U + O+. 
This accounts for a clearer presentation of the results, while also covering 
the general case of (l,), including the occurrence of distributed delays. 
The exponential rates in the uniform exponential estimates for the 
solutions of the system are shown to be computable in terms of the least 
upper bounds of the real parts of the characteristic values of the degenerate 
system and the reduced equation which is obtained from the perturbed 
equation in system (1,) by elimination of the x variable. 
2. PARTIAL DECOUPLING 
By a linear change of coordinates, system (1,) can be transformed into a 
system where the coupling is done only through delayed values of the 
variables. This fact can be stated in the following form. 
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LEMMA 1. There exist ,t.+, >0, and matrices R = R(u), S = S(p) 
depending continuously on ,u for 0 <p Q ,q,, satisfying R(0) = D; ‘C, and 
S(0) = -B,D;‘, such that the change of variables 
X [1[ I, -PS V = Y -R IL 1 I,+pRS w ’ 
where R, S are solutions as p -+ 0’ of the system 
D,R-pRA,+pRB,R-CC,=0 
,u[A,-B,R]S-S[D,+pRB,]-BB,=O, 
(4,) 
transforms the system (l,,) into a system of the form 
C(t) = (A, - B,R(u)) v(t) + ... 
p+(t) = (D, + ,uR(u) B,) w(t) + .*. 
(5) 
where the dots stand for the contribution of the delayed values of v and w. 
Proof: The given change of coordinates was introduced by Chang in [ l] 
for decoupling linear ordinary differential equations. We are interested in 
changes of variables, depending continuously on ,u. Such a transformation of 
variables exists provided there exist solutions of (4,) depending continuously 
on ~1 in a neighborhood of the origin. The solutions of (4,) are the zeros of 
the function 
H(R, S,P) = 
[D,R - C, - ,u(RA, - RB,R)]r 
-SD, -B, -p(SRB, - A,S + B,RS) 1 * 
Clearly H(R(O), S(O), 0) = 0 for R(0) = D;‘C,, S(0) = -B,D;‘. An 
application of the Implicit Function Theorem will then finish the proof. 
This shows that, without loss of generality, we may assume B, = C, = 0 in 
(l,), provided we allow A,, D,, A, B, C, D to depend continuously on P > 0 
in some neighborhood of the origin. To avoid overburdening the notation we 
omit the dependence of these elements on p and use the same symbols as 
before. It follows directly from Lemma 1 that the new matrix D, = D&t) 
equals the original D, at p = 0 and therefore has no eigenvalues with zero 
real part, and has the same number of eigenvalues with positive or negative 
real parts as D, at ,U = 0 does. 
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3. NOTATION 
In order to formulate the results given below, it is convenient o introduce 
the functions of complex variable A, and 8, defined by’ 
A,@)= “‘,iAo ~~~ “D 
A(e”) B(e”) 
- 
n 0 I [ C(e”.) D(e*‘) 1 
and 
19,(l) =,dI,, -Do - D(e”). 
The former is equal to the characteristic function of system (1,) with the 
bottom blocks multiplied by ,u, and the latter is equal to the product of p and 
the characteristic function of the equation obtained from the second equation 
in system (1,) by taking x = 0, i.e., 
PJW = Do ~‘(4 + D(Y,). (6,) 
The characteristic values of (1,) and of (6,) are therefore the zeros of det A,, 
and det f9,,, respectively. The following quantities, related to the distribution 
of the characteristic values as ,U + O’, are considered: 
M, = sup{Re 1: det A,@) = 0) 
M* = lim sup A4, 
u-o+ 
6* = inf{b: E R: there exist,ui, y, > 0 such that 
IdetA,(~)(~y,Illm,O~.iu(lu,,Rel~:} 
N, = sup{Re 1: det e,(L) = 0) 
N* = lim sup N, 
L(+o+ 
o* = inf{o E R: there exist ,+, y2 > 0 such that 
Idet~,oi)l~~y,,0~~~~u,,Re~~u}2. 
We define sup0=-co and inf0=+co. 
’ For simplicity we use A, B, C, D also to denote the functions of complex variable defined 
by the same formal expressions used for the operators. 
* In terms of the concept of o,-complete regularity introduced in 12, 31, we have U* = 
inf(u, E R: equation (1,) is o,-completely regular}. 
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The notation 
is also used. 
4. UNIFORM EXPONENTIAL BOUNDS ON THE FUNDAMENTAL MATRIX 
The fundamental matrix of (1,) is denoted by Z, . It is known (e.g., [6, 71) 
that its Laplace transform is the inverse of the characteristic function, and 
therefore can be expressed as the adjoint of the characteristic function over 
its determinant. The desired upper bounds for the fundamental matrix are 
obtained from estimates for terms occurring in its Laplace transform. For 
this, certain expansions for the entries of det A,, and adj A,, are needed. 
LEMMA 2. Denote by q the total number of linear combinations of the 
concentrated delays wuk, having as coeficients nonnegative integers less than 
or equal to m + n, and denote by t, each one of such linear combinations 
considering them ordered as 0 = t, < t, < t, c . . . c t,- , . Then 
(i) There exist functions hjkls: (-r, 0)’ -+ R and real constants hjkOs 
(for j = 0 ,..., n, k = j ,..., min{m + j, m + n - 1 }, 1= l,..., m + n - k, s = 0 ,..., 
q - 1) such that 
det A,@) = det(U, -A,) det@U,, - D,) + f- 
m+j 
hT 
p-0 kej 
,uLljjlk E* 
SE0 
k<m+n-1 
. e~(8~+“‘+e~-ts) de 1 . . . de I I 
and there exist K, y > 0 such that 
/ hjkls(dl ,..., @,)I < Ke@l+ ’ ’ . + e/1 
for all j, k, 1, s as above. 
A lso 
(7) 
03) 
det A,(I) = 5 pk@, ,I) Ik, 
k=O 
(9) 
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Pkh A) = -f @Y [ hjko +‘il hj,k+j,o,se-*‘s 
j=O s=o 
+ m+kk-j 5' Jo **' 1" hj,k+j,&(d ,,..., 6,) 
I=1 s=o -r --I 
. ewl+ -+'+b)de, . . . de, 
I 
(10) 
and the h,ko are real constants. In particular, p&t, ,4.) = det e,(A), hnmO = 1 
and 
5 (,~ny’ hjmo = det@I,, - Do). 
j=O 
(ii) Each one of the entries of the matrix adj A,@) has the form 
where fjkO ‘fjkos are real constants and Jkls: (-r, O)‘+ R Gfor j = 0 ,..., n, 
k = j,..., min{m t j, m + n + 2}, I = l,..., m + n -k, s = 0 ,..., q - 1) which are 
generally dtflerent for dt@erent entries of adj A,(J). 
Furthermore, there exist K, y > 0 such that the f;.k,s satisfy estimates of 
type (8) for all j, k, I, s as above. 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward algebraic computation. 
THEOREM 3. If M,,, M”, ox < u, then there exist K, p. > 0 such that 
1 Z,(t)1 ,< Keat, t>O,O<p<Po. 
Proof The characteristic function of (1,) is equal to 
By hypothesis M* < u. Therefore, for ,u > 0 in a neighborhood of the origin, 
all characteristic values of (1,) have real parts strictly smaller than u. Con- 
sequently, 
zw(t)=j A;‘@) [k ,“I ]e”dl, t>o (0) n 
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for all ,U > 0 in such a neighborhood of the origin. Since A; ‘(12) = (adj A,(J)/ 
det A,(L)), Lemma 2 implies that the entries of the above integrand are linear 
combinations of terms of the form 
(‘$nke”)/(det A,@)) 
and terms of the form 
or 
~j;lk~jkOse-~(ts-f)/(det A,(L)) 
where j = l,..., n, k = j - l,..., m + n - 1, 1 = l,..., m + n - k, s = 0 ,..., q - 1 
and the functions Jkls admit exponential bounds 
(fjkls(t91 ,..., 8,)( < Ke tie1 + . . ’ + ‘/), ej E (-Y, 0) 
for some fixed K, y > 0. 
Since M,, M*, u* > o by hypothesis, Lemma 4 below can be applied 
giving exponential bounds, uniform in tE [O,+co) and ,U > 0 in a 
neighborhood of the origin, for terms of the form 
I’ 101’ JA ke’“‘-“‘)/(det A, (A)) ] dL 
_ (0) 
wherej=l,..., n,k=j-I ,..., m+n-l,andaER+. 
After a change in the order of integration, we get that Z,(t) admits an 
exponential bound uniform on t and ,u, as stated in the theorem. 
LEMMA 4 (Cooke). If M,, M*, u* < o and a E R+, then there exist C, 
p,, > 0 such that 
for-j= l,..., n, k=j- l,..., m+j- 1. 
Proof. This result is contained in Lemma 11.7 of [2]. 
It is shown in the next statement that M,, M*, CT* < +co. Consequently, 
the upper bounds in Theorem 3 do actually hold for some real number o. 
PROPOSITION 5. We have M,, M*, a*, N,, N*, u* ( fco. 
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Proof: Assume that 6* = +a~. Then there exist sequences {Jj}, {JQ} with 
ReAj+ +co and p,u~-fO+ such that ) det dtij(Jj)I (nj ) -m -+ 0 as j + co. From 
Lemma 2(i), the term in ($2)” is the dominant term in ldet d,(A)/ IA I +, for 
l,ull+ oo and Re A--$ co. It follows that the sequence {pjAj} is bounded. 
Consequently, there exists a convergent subsequence ~j~j -+ z, with Re z > 0. 
Using again Lemma 2(i), we get 
(det dgj()Lj)( (lj(-m + Idet(zZ, - Do)( 
as j+co. This would imply det(zZ, -D,,) = 0 which contradicts the 
assumption Re o(D,) < 0. This proves that 6* < +03, and, consequently, 
also M* < +co. 
It will be established later on, with the use of Rouchl’s Theorem, that 
M, GM”, implying that M, < +co. However, this fact can also be 
established by noting that, from Lemma 2(i), we have 
m-1 q-1 
det d,,(l) = det@Z, -A,) det(-D,) + ‘S Ik 1 
k=O 
itOkOse-“s 
S=O 
Consequently, I det d,(J)/ -+ 00 as Re I + co, and, therefore, MO < +co. 
The remaining quantities in the statement are also less than +co, because 
they are particular cases of the first three quantities, when m = 0, and, 
therefore, the preceding proof applies to them as well. 
5. LEAST UPPER BOUNDS ON THE REAL 
PARTS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC VALUES 
AND LOWER BOUNDS ON det A, AND det9, 
The study conducted in this section establishes relationships among the 
quantities MO, M*, 6*, No, N*, a* defined in Section 3. The first two results 
to be presented parallel the work of Cooke [2] and Cooke and Meyer [3] 
done for differential-difference equations. Though the statements given here 
differ substantially from theirs, establishing some relationships between 
quantities not considered in [2,3], they just result from an application of the 
same techniques to the particular case where all the eigenvalues of Do have 
negative real parts. Besides the implications to the problem of the 
convergence of the exponential rates at t = +oo of solutions of (1,) to those 
of solutions of the degenerate problem as p + 0 +, the results given in this 
section imply that M* < max{M,, N*} and (T* = N*. Therefore they enable 
the determination of the “best” exponential rate u for the upper bounds given 
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in the preceding section, in terms of the characteristic values of the 
degenerate quation and the characteristic values of the auxiliar equation 
(6,) which are much simpler than the original system. 
LEMMA 6. The following relationships hold: 
(i) N,<N* Go.*, 
(ii) eithera*<M,=M*=6*orM,<M*<S”<a*. 
Proof. It is obvious from the definitions that M* < 6*, N* < u*. 
Let J., be a zero of det d, and C a circle with center at & and not encir- 
cling or intersecting any other zero of det A,,. Since C is compact, we have 
/det A,,(L)1 > v > 0, J E C. Then Lemma 2(i) implies 
IVet A,@) - det Ao@Mdet A,@))l 
< up’ det(U, -A,)[det(j&, -D,) - det(-o,)] + t mc pUjkk 
j=l k=j 
k<m+n-l 
. ,y-’ f’ i” . . . [” hjkls(O, ,..., 0,) 
/=I s=o -r ‘-r 
q--L 
. eA(e,+ . . . +erts) de, . . . de, + c hjkOse-Atx 
s=o 
for all A E C. By continuity on p, since C is bounded, there exists pZ > 0 such 
that 
I det A,(L) - det A,@)[ < I det A,@)(, O<P<P*,IEC. 
The Rouche Theorem can now be applied to give the existence of at least one 
zero of det A,, inside C for arbitrarily small ,u > 0. Thus MO < M*. 
Analogously, No <N*. 
Assume u > u* and u > MO. It follows from Lemma 2(i) that the term 
PnJm+n in the expansion of det A,(A) has a larger order of growth than all 
others when I$, / -+ +co, ,u --* 0, and Re J > u. Therefore there exist p3, y3 > 0 
such that 
Pet A,@)l > fp” IW” > $14 Ill”, 0 <P <p3, IAl> y3/p, Rek > u. 
(12) 
For P = 0 we denote y3/r(l = +a~. If 11) < y3/p, then each pk@, A) in 
Lemma 2(i) is bounded with a bound independent of flu, and, since u > u*, 
there exist ,u,, y. > 0 such that 
409/103/2-l I 
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Consequently, there exists E > 0 such that 
ldetA,@)I 2 fro Plm9 0,<~u~o,egIII~yY3/~,ReL~ua. 
Let S= {1EC:Re1>a,(I](e]. If this set is empty we can bypass the 
next step in the proof which accounts for the case Sf 0. The set S is 
compact and, since B > M,,, it does not contain zeros of det d,. The 
argument used at the beginning of the proof on the set C can now be applied 
on S to get 
(det d,,(J) - det d,(l)] < ] det d,(1)], 1 E s. 
The RouchC Theorem then implies the existence of ,u~ > 0 such that det A,, 
has no zeros in S for 0 < ,U <,u4. Since S x [0, pu4] is compact, then ] det A,, I 
has a positive lower bound on this set and therefore there exists y4 > 0 such 
that 
IdetA,@)l M4 I4”, O<p<pru,,AES. 
Taking y1 = min{yz/& y&, y4), rul = min{~3,~o,~41, we get 
IdetA,@I> I+ PI”, O<p<,u,,,ReA>o. 
Therefore u > 6*. This proves 6* < max{M,, a*}. 
Since MO GM* < 6*, we must have either u* < MO = M* = 6” or MO < 
M*,<~*<u*. 
THEOREM 7. The following relationships among the quantities MO, M*, 
6*, No, N*, u* hold: 
(i) No <N*, 
(ii) M* = 6* and N* = o*, 
(iii) either N* ( M, = M* or MO GM* <N*, 
(iv) ifN,#N* or N,<M*, then M*=max{M,,N*}. 
Proof: Lemma 6(i) contains (i). 
Assume M* < 6*. Choose 6, u so that M* ( u - 6 < u < 6*. There exist 
sequences {,u~}, {Aj}, {,D~} > 0, ,uj -+ O+, u & Re lj < S* such that 
(det A,(Lj)( ILjlmrn + 0, as j-+00. (13) 
If the A, were bounded, there would exist a subsequence {~j} converging to 
some 1, with u<Re1,<6*. Then det qW,(dj) --P det A,@,) and 
det A,,(Aj) -+ 0. Consequently det A,@,) = 0, implying MO > u. Since, from 
Lemma 6(ii), we have MO GM*, this would contradict M* < u. Thus {Aj} is 
unbounded. In the expansions for det A, given in Lemma 2(i), when 
Idl- 03, p+o+, u < ReAj< 6*, the term @A)” A” has order of growth 
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larger than all others, and consequently for (13) to hold, the sequence {PjAj} 
must be bounded. So far we have proved there exist sequences {pi}, {Aj}, 
~j>,O, ~j~O+, ~j=Xj+ iyj with xj,yjER, a<xj<6*, {vi} unbounded, 
and {pi yi) bounded so that (13) holds. Clearly, there exist subsequences {rl(j}, 
{Aj} such that {xj} converges to some x E [a, 6*], {~jyj} converges to some 
z E R, and 1 yj/ -+ +co. Now, consider the sequence of functions 
&(A) = (A + kj)-m det d,j(~ + kj) 
which are regular in (A ) < 6 for all suffkiently large& since 1 Ajj -+ +a~. From 
Lemma 2(i), we have 
with p,(A + Aj) -+ iz, 11 + Ail + co as j -+ co. Recalling the form of p&, A) 
from Lemma 2(i), we have {f/(A)} uniformly bounded for IA I < 6. By the 
Monte1 Selection Principle3, there exists a subsequence {&(A)} which 
converges uniformly in (A 1 < 6, < 6 to some function F. Clearly, from 
Lemma 2(i), we have 
F(A) = ,“2 Pm&j, A + nj) = ! im det 6,j(k + Aj) = det(iz1, - D,) 
+ “2’ (iz)” Infk ‘i? .-. 1” hk,m+k,,,s(Ol ,..., 0,) 
k=l I=, .v=o -r -r 
. e(~+lj)(81+."+e/-1,) &, ... de, 
q-1 
+xh k,mtk,O,se -(i\+lj)l, 
1 
+ 41) 
s=O 
uniformly in IA) <a,, as j+ co. By hypothesis, Re a(o,) < 0 and, conse- 
quently, det(iz1, - Do) # 0. It follows that F is not identically zero and then 
there exists 6,) 0 < 6, < 6, so that F(L) # 0, IA I = 6,. We have 
.W> -F(A) 
F(A) 
= o(1) 
uniformly in 11) = 6,, as j -+ 00. The Rouche Theorem can now be applied 
inside the circle IA( = 6,. Since Eq. (13) is satisfied for {,uj}, {Aj}, we have 
F(0) = f': fi(0) = ji% ) Aj I -m det d.j(~j) = 0 
3 Mantel Selection Principle: If a sequence {&(A)) of regular functions is uniformly 
bounded for I in a domain S, then there exists a subsequence which is uniformly convergent 
in every closed domain contained in the interior of S (see Titchmarsh [ 14, 5.22 p. 1691). 
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and, consequently, there-exists at least one zero of fi inside IL I= 6,) for j 
large. It follows, for each j sufficiently large, that det d,,(J + AJ = 0 for some 
/11,<6,. Now, (II<&<6 and o<Re$Zjd* imply ReO,+Jj)>o-6. 
Consequently, M,,j > c - 6 for arbitrarily small values of ,uj and then M* > 
u - 6 which contradicts the initial assumption. We have therefore proved 
that M* > 6*. Analogously, N* > Q *. From Lemma 6(ii), it follows then 
that M” = 6*, N* = a*, and either N* < M,, = M* or M, GM* <N*. This 
establishes (ii) and (iii). 
Now assume 6* < 6 < u*. There exist sequences {pi}, {A,} with pi > 0, 
iui~ 0, Re 1, > 6, det e,i(~i) + 0 as i+ 00. In the expansion for det e,(A) 
resulting from Lemma 2(i), the term ($2)” has order of growth larger than all 
others, when IpAI+co, ,u+O+, and Re A> 6. Consequently, since 
det B,,(Ai) + 0, {mini} is bounded and therefore the pkoli, ni) of Lemma 2(i) 
are all bounded with 
PmOli,~i)=detB,i(~,)-tO, as i+ ~0. 
Therefore, since 6* < 6 implies there exist P,,, y0 > 0 such that 
and from Lemma 2(i) 
det A,,(4 = T pk@, 4 Jk, 
k=O 
we have {&} bounded. Thus clili + 0 as i + co and there exists a subse- 
quence {ni} converging to some 1, with Re 1, > 6. The formulas in 
Lemma 2(i) then imply det 19,(2,) = 0 and therefore 6 < No. The above 
proves that 6” < u* implies u* < No and 6* < No. Because of (i) and (ii), 
we have that either No #N* or No <M* implies M* > N*. 
Then, taking into account (iii), the statement (iv) follows. 
Remark 8. Because of Theorem 7(iii), the exponential upper bounds for 
the fundamental matrix 2,) with 0 <,u <po, established in the preceding 
section, hold with u > max{M,, N*}, and they fail for u < max{M,, N*}. 
Therefore, this quantity is the “best” exponential rate in those estimates. 
Note that it is determined in terms of the characteristic values of equations 
much simpler than the original system (1,). 
However, for p in a neighborhood of zero, but positive, the “best” 
exponential rate in upper bounds for Z, is M *. Therefore, it is of interest o 
compare M* with max{M,, N*}. From Theorem 7(iii), we have M* < 
max{M,, N*}, and the strict inequality can only occur if M* <N*. The 
following proposition gives sufficient conditions for M* = max{M,, N*}, in 
terms of the operators B, C, D occurring in system (1,). 
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PROPOSITION 9. (i) IfBrOorCrOthenM,,>,N,andM*~N*. 
(ii) IfD=O, thenM*=M,,>N*=--03. 
In both cases M* = max{M,, N*}. 
Proof. If U, V, W, Z are matrices of adequate dimensions and Z is 
nonsingular, then 
[Z]=[ 
u-vz-‘w v 
0 z][z!yw ;I* 
Therefore, if i is not a zero of det Bu then 
A,$) = Urn--A,-A(eA’) -B(e*‘)) -C(e’ ) w> I 
and 
= AI, -A, - A(eA\‘) - B(e”) 0;‘(A) C(e’.) -B(e*‘) 
0 %A~> 1 
.I I* 0 4;‘(A) C(e”‘) I, I
det A,(l) = det[M, -A, -A(e*‘) - i?(e”) e;‘(l) C(e”)] det 0,(n). 
Assuming B or C identically zero, we have 
det A,(A) = det 0&l) . det[U, --A, -A(e*‘)]. 
Let II, be a zero of det 8,. It is necessarily an isolated zero and consequently 
there exists a sequence {Ai} converging to A, on whose values det 8, does not 
vanish. Since det A,, and det 0, are continuous, it follows that 
det A,(&) = lim det A,(li) = 0. 
i-00 
Therefore A,, is also a zero of det A,, . This implies il4, > N,, which in turn 
guarantees M* 2 N*. 
Assume now that D = 0. Then 
e,(A) = pAI, - D, - D(e”’ ) = pAI,, - D,. 
Let A* be an eigenvalue of D, with real part larger than all others. We have 
by hypothesis A* < 0. It follows that N, = J*/p and therefore N* = -co. 
The rest of the statement is a consequence of Theorem 7(iii). 
Remark 10. It is not known* whether we may have M* < N*. 
* Note added in proof. It is shown in [ 121 that the answer to this question is affk 
mative. 
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However, if that is the case, we have the interesting situation where the 
introduction of a coupling between the “fast” variable y and the “slow” 
variable x improves the stability properties of the overall system. This 
situation cannot occur for ODES or even differential-difference equations. 
Actually, for differential-difference equations, it is possible to prove that 
M* = max{M,, N*}. The proof, due to Cooke and Meyer [3] is included 
here because of its importance for the understanding of the difficulties 
associated with distributed delays, and also because, in the present context, it 
may lead to a better understanding of the result. It is based on a known 
theorem on rational approximation. This result is used to approximate the 
finitely many linear combinations of the delays that occur in the expansions 
of det A,, . The idea for the proof is therefore completely alien to the case 
where distributed delays are present. 
THEOREM 11 (Cooke and Meyer). If (1,) is a differential-difference 
system (i.e., a = b = c =d = 0), then N, < M*. Consequently M* = 
max{M,, a*} = max{M,, N*}. 
Proof. Assume N, > M*. Then there exists u > M* and z = u + is such 
that det B,(z) = 0. By Lemma 2(i) we can write 
q-1 
det 8,(J) = det(,&, - D,) + x R&4,) e-‘s* 
.V=l 
(14) 
where each R, is a polynomial function with degree not greater than n - 1, 
and the 1, are linear combinations of the delays wk with nonnegative integer 
coefficients less than or equal to m + n. 
For some v, the t, satisfy exactly 
form q-1 
2 C,its=O 
s=1 
v linearly independent relations of the 
(i = l,..., v) 
with integer coefficients c,*. Then we have 
for i = l,..., v. 
A known result on rational approximation4 implies that, given any sequence 
of positive numbers Q, there exist sequences of integers NJ, and a sequence 
of real numbers pj such that 
5$-N,,-s < Vj (s = l)..., q - l,j = 1, 2 )... ), 
4 See for instance Section 42-Satz 65 of Perron [ 131, and the discussion that follows it in 
Section 43. 
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where the pj can be taken positive or negative with absolute value as large as 
desired. We can therefore suppose that qj --f 0 and pj -P co as j --$ co. Conse- 
quently, 
e -t,r =e -ts(o+ir) = e-ts(U+t0j)e2XitsjTlj 
where lZ,\ < 1. 
From formula (14) and vj* 0, we have 
det B,(z) = det(--D,) + c R,(O) e-@ 
s=1 
q-1 
= det(-D,) + x R,(O) e-tJO+ipj) + c(I) as j-00. 
Therefore, with Aj = u + ipj, we have 
det f9,@,) = o( 1) as j*co. (15) 
By Lemma 2(i), 
det A,@) = 2 p,&, J.) Ak 
k=O 
where p,(p, A) = det 0,(A) and the other pk(u, A) have lower growth rates as 
IAl* co. From (15), we then have 
ldet do(A)) = o(l~jl”‘>, as j-,00, 
contradicting the assumption c > M*. 
The above proves that N, < M*. The last statement in the theorem follows 
now from Theorem 7(ii),(iv). 
Remark 12. Cooke and Meyer define regular degeneration of (1,) as 
P --) 0’ by requiring the convergence of solutions of (1.) to solutions of the 
degenerate problem (1,) as well as convergence of the exponential orders at 
t = +co. Under the assumption that all eigenvalues of Do have negative real 
parts, it is possible to show [ 111 that all solutions of (1 J, with initial data in 
a conveniently chosen Banach space, converge to solutions of (1,) as p -P 0 + . 
Regular degeneration is then determined by the exponential order of 
solutions at t = +co, as p 3 O+. 
It follows from the preceding result that regular degeneration of a 
differential-difference system occurs if and only if M, > N*. When M, < N*, 
we have M* = N* > MO and therefore there occurs a discontinuity of the M,, 
as pcl’O+ at p = 0 which accounts for a discontinuity at ,u = 0 in the 
exponential rates at t = +co. 
For the general case of (l,), where distributed delays occur, it results from 
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Theorem 7(iii) that M,, AN* is still a sufficient condition for regular 
degeneration i  the above sense, but there is no guarantee that it is necessary 
since, as pointed out in Remark 10, the possibility M* <N* was not ruled 
out. However, in the particular cases in which one of the operators B, C, or 
D vanishes, it follows from Proposition 9 that M, > N* is also necessary for 
regular degeneration. Actually, when D vanishes we have M* = M, and 
consequently the condition for regular degeneration is simply that all the 
eigenvalues of D, have negative real parts. We note that the differential- 
difference quations considered by Halanay [4,5] and Klimushev [9, lo] fall 
into this class. 
That it is possible to have M,, < IV* and consequently the discontinuity of 
the M, at ,U = 0 as .U -+ 0 + that was mentioned before, can be shown through 
an example. However, it is convenient to have first an easier way of 
computing N*. For differential-difference equations, Cooke and Meyer gave 
in [3] a procedure to determine N* from a complex function of real variable 
associated with 0,) instead of working directly with the function of complex 
variable 19, itself. The proof of their result also uses the rational approx- 
imation which appears in the proof of Theorem 11, and therefore does not 
generalize to the case when (1,) includes distributed delays. The result is 
stated here for easy reference. 
Suppose ( 1 J reduces to a differential-difference quation. From 
Lemma 2(i) it is known that 
(16) 
where vO(z) = det(z1, -Do), qs (s = l,..., q - 1) are polynomials of degree 
less than or equal to n - 1, the fs are linear combinations of the delays wk 
with nonnegative integer coefficients and ordered as 0 = t, < 1, < .... Let us 
now define 
p* = inf 
I 
p E R: there exists E > 0 such that 
q-1 
qo(iu) + C q,(iv) ePfsA >O,forvER,Rek>p--& 
S=l I 
PROPOSITION 13 (Cooke and Meyer). 5 If (1,) is a dQj%rential-difSerence 
system (i.e., a=b=c=d=O), then a*=~*. 
EXAMPLE 14. This example is a modification of one given by Cooke in 
[ 21 for a neutral differential-difference equation. 
’ This proposition can be proved as in [3, Theorem 51. 
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Consider the system 
where u&), y2(t) E R. 
It is not difficult to show that M, = -ln(2) and p* = ln(4/3)/2. 
Proposition 13 then implies o* = p* = ln( 16/15)/2 and Theorem 11 then 
givesM*=max{M,,a*}=o*>M,. 
Another interesting situation occurs when a differential-difference equation 
has rationally independent delays, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 15. Let us consider the scalar equation 
IN) = -.m + A, YO - 0,) + B, At - %I 
where A i, B, E R, and o,, o2 are rationally independent numbers with 
0 < 0, < wl?. 
Cooke and Meyer show in [3] that in this case B* is the unique real root 
of the equation 
~Al~e-w10+JB,~e-“2”= 1. (18) 
On the other hand, 
d,(~)=O,@)=y~+ 1 --Ale-WLA-Ble-W2A 
and then the results of Henry in [8] imply that the smallest closed interval 
containing the real parts of the zeros of d, is [p,,p,], where p0 is the root of 
(18) and p2 is the only real root of 
[A,( eew10 + 1 = jB,( e-w*0. 
Consequently, M, = CJ* and therefore, from Theorem 11, M* also equals 
these quantities. 
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